The World Of The Ger
The World of the Ger is the newest classic of the Noahide bookshelf. This groundbreaking new work aims to give back an identity to the seekers of the World. Do you have a strong desire to learn the Torah? Were you born to a non-Jewish mother? Have you asked yourself the question, âœIf I wasnâ™t born a Jew, but Iâ™m drawn to Jewish stuff, what am I?"
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**Customer Reviews**

World of the Ger is one of those books that has the potential to change your life. If you have wanted to understand the Gentile relationship to the God and people of the Bible, this is a wonderful starting point. More than just a great introduction to the biblical character the "Ger", the book gives enough citations from its sources to keep a serious student busy for a long time. My gratitude and thanks to Chaim and David for their hard work in delivering this much-needed book. I can not recommend it highly enough. If you have any interest in Torah, this book is for you!

The only refreshing book on the market for bnei Noach that attach to haShem and his Torah. The book already assumes you’re keeping the seven laws of the children of Noah, and so it goes on to recognize your attachment to haShem in Torah. Instead of trying to enslave you, like many bnei Noach books, this book brings a feeling of freedom to walk with haShem in your world, just like you
always have. This book is about what is permissible; not about what is forbidden.

An eye-opening and illuminating read. This book challenges misconceptions and constructively offers guidance of the often confusing issues surrounding Noahides/Gerim. I found it a very valuable and informative. Highly recommended.

Finally after 22 years of struggling to learn where I as a Non-Jew fit in Torah these two Rabbis have clearly uncovered and clarified truths long hidden in plain sight...... Truly this book will enlighten and educate anyone who seeks the TRUTH of Torah and wants to get back to living The Covenant of the Ancients...... This Book is definitely the next step UP in the B'nai Noah world of information and it is endorsed by Rabbi Yoel Schwartz who is one of the worlds foremost leading authorities on the Planet when it comes to The Non-Jew who attaches themselves to Israel! A must Have for Non-Jew and Jew alike............ Refreshingly well documented with Torah Sources!

This book is an easy read, but it is well researched and informative. Many times in life things are right before our eyes, yet we cannot see them until someone points them out to us. This is such a work. They have taken that which is not hidden and revealed it to us. This is a must read for any one Jew or Gentile, who is seeking the truth. Thanks to the authors for caring and taking the time to do the research involved and for producing a great work.
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